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Introduction
An ancient, crumbling castle stands atop a rocky
outcrop on an island in the dark and dismal
Saviare Swamp.
A major trade road passes
nearby, but traders dare not spend a night on the
island. Rumor has it that the dungeons beneath
the old castle abound with monsters and
treasures... dare you enter?
Castle Saviare: The Nevermore Campaign is an
adventure module for the Iron Falcon Rules for
Classic Fantasy Role-Playing. The adventure herein
is intended for 4 to 8 player characters of levels 1-4.
This adventure was created for use in my
campaign world, Nevermore, particularly in and
around the nations of Parth and Sabien. Of course,
you may wish to use this adventure with a different
campaign world; there is no reason it can't be
made to fit well into any Iron Falcon campaign.

About Nevermore:
It was 1986, and I was about to enter the Air
Force. I had been told that role-playing games
were popular in the military, so I had every
expectation that I'd be able to continue my
gaming habits with a new group after arriving at
my duty station. I had been using my world of
Glain for several years at that point, and I felt the
need for a change.
With the help of an artistic friend I created a
new map. I filled the map with the things I had
felt were missing from those earlier games,
though frankly I couldn't tell you now what was
so different about Nevermore.
I ran many different games during my tour of
duty, but I have to admit that Nevermore alone
left me with happy memories of adventures that
were fun for all.
The version of Nevermore presented here differs
from others that I have published or talked
about before. This is an early Nevermore, before
the Sunderings that broke the continent into
pieces. It seemed only fitting to present a
historically early version of that world as the first
published Iron Falcon adventure module.

If you might be a player in this adventure, stop reading now! Beyond this point lies
information meant only for the referee's eyes!
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The Castle
As the introductory text explains, Castle Saviare
(SAHV-ee-air) was built on a rocky outcropping in
the midst of the Saviare Swamp. At about that
same time, a trade road was built between the
kingdoms of Sabien and Parth; the castle was built
as an outpost of the King of Parth, to protect the
road from highwaymen and other marauders.
During the Orc Wars, the garrison stationed at
Castle Saviare was reduced repeatedly, as the
troops were needed to fight the war. During the
Second Orc War, the King of Parth requested that
the kingdom of Sabien man the castle, and this
they did for many years.
It was during the Third Orc War that the castle fell.
The previous wars were disorganized affairs, with
orcish armies led by enthusiastic but not terribly
competent orcish chieftains. The Third Orc War was
different, with the orcs led by an evil high priest
named Carulo Sanagora. Besides his magic and
his greater grasp of strategy and tactics, Sanagora
also brought powerful allies to the battlefield.
The final battle of the Third Orc War took place at
Castle Saviare. Rather than an all-out frontal
attack, the orcish armies moved to flank the
Parthians; Sanagora believed that taking the
Castle would give him a strong position from which
he could force the Parthians to grant the orcs (and
by extension, the evil high priest) dominion over the
disputed territories.
The orcish armies did prevail against the Castle,
slaying almost all of the Sabienite forces within
before reinforcements could arrive from both Parth
and Sabien. But Sanagora had miscalculated... his
army was weakened from the battle and could not
withstand the hammer-and-anvil tactics employed
by the two kingdoms.
Sanagora was slain, along with most of his army,
and the two kingdoms proclaimed victory. Castle
Saviare had been terribly damaged, though, and
after much discussion of who would pay for
repairing it, the decision was made that the site
would be abandoned.
Since then, the dungeons beneath the castle have
become infested with a variety of monsters. They
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have recently begun raiding caravans on the road,
causing the King of Parth to offer a reward for
clearing out the dungeons of the castle. For each
humanoid monster slain, he will pay a flat sum from
the following schedule:
Kobolds

25 GP

Goblins

50 GP

Orcs

75 GP

Hobgoblins

100 GP

Bugbears

125 GP

Ogres

150 GP

Giants

200 GP

Note that not all of the creatures above may be
found in the dungeon; the King simply likes to make
sure that all options are covered.

Notes About The Dungeon
This is a sort of a "split level" dungeon; level 1 is
offset to one side from level 2, which is just 10 feet
below level 1; level 3 is in two parts, each offset
from level 2 and arranged below level 1; level 4 is
then offset under level 2. There are several pits on
levels 1 and 2 which drop characters into levels 3
and 4, respectively, as well as a secret staircase
leading from level 1 to level 3a.
A tribe of kobolds lives on the first level. They
maintain all the traps in the dungeon (unless
otherwise noted) and are tolerated by all the
intelligent monsters in return. The kobolds thus
know almost every nook and cranny of the
dungeon; successfully interrogating one could be
very useful to adventurers attempting to clear out
this dungeon.
Level 1 of the dungeon is populated (generally) by
monsters up to 2 hit dice; level 2 has monsters up to
4 hit dice; level 3, up to 6 hit dice; and level 4, up to
8 hit dice. There are exceptions to this rule; in
particular, level 3 is the home of a vampiress (a
former ally of Sanagora, now trapped on the island
due to the sluggishly-flowing waters of the swamp)
and level 4 houses a black dragon, who enters and
exits the dungeon through a submerged cavern.
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Level 1 Map
1 square = 1 scale inch (10 feet)
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Level 2 Map
1 square = 1 scale inch (10 feet)
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Level 3 Map
1 square = 1 scale inch (10 feet)
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Level 4 Map
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INTRODUCTION
Castle Saviare: The Nevermore Campaign (hereinafter "the Adventure") is
based on the System Reference Document v3.5 (“SRD”), which is Open Game
Content. The text of the Open Game License itself is not Open Game Content.
Instructions on using the License are provided within the License itself.
Designation of Open Game Content: The entire text as well as all maps and
floorplans incorporated in the Adventure (except the Open Game License, as
noted above) is Open Game Content, released under the Open Game
License, Version 1.0a (reproduced below) as described in Section 1(d) of the
License. Artwork (other than maps and floorplans) incorporated in this
document is not Open Game Content, and remains the property of the
copyright holder.
Designation of Product Identity: Product identity is not Open Game Content.
The following is designated as product identity pursuant to OGL v1.0a(1)(e) and
(7): (A) product and product line names, including "Iron Falcon Rules for Classic
Fantasy Role-Playing" and derivatives thereof; (B) all artwork, logos, symbols,
graphic designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and
graphic, photographic and other visual representations, including the “eye”
logo, which is the personal mark of Chris Gonnerman for his various products,
and which is Copyright © 2002 Chris Gonnerman, and the "IF shield" logo which
is Copyright © 2015 Chris Gonnerman; (C) logos and trademarks, including any
trademark or registered trademark clearly identified as product identity by the
owner of the product identity, and which specifically excludes the open game
content.
More information on the Open Game License can be found at:
http://www.wizards.com/d20

3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your
acceptance of the terms of this License.
4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License,
the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive
license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.
5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original
material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your Contributions are
Your original creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights
conveyed by this License.
6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE
portion of this License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of
any Open Game Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You
must add the title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder's name to the
COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you Distribute.
7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including
as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another,
independent Agreement with the owner of each element of that Product
Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any
Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work containing
Open Game Content except as expressly licensed in another, independent
Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The
use of any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a
challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product
Identity used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in
and to that Product Identity.
8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly
indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open Game
Content.

OPEN GAME LICENSE VERSION 1.0A
The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright
2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc (“Wizards”). All Rights Reserved.
1. Definitions: (a)“Contributors” means the copyright and/or trademark owners
who have contributed Open Game Content; (b)“Derivative Material” means
copyrighted material including derivative works and translations (including into
other computer languages), potation, modification, correction, addition,
extension, upgrade, improvement, compilation, abridgment or other form in
which an existing work may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute”
means to reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display,
transmit or otherwise distribute; (d)“Open Game Content” means the game
mechanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to
the extent such content does not embody the Product Identity and is an
enhancement over the prior art and any additional content clearly identified
as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any work covered by
this License, including translations and derivative works under copyright law,
but specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) “Product Identity” means product
and product line names, logos and identifying marks including trade dress;
artifacts; creatures characters; stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements,
dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses,
formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual
or audio representations; names and descriptions of characters, spells,
enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special abilities;
places, locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural
abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark
or registered trademark clearly identified as Product identity by the owner of
the Product Identity, and which specifically excludes the Open Game Content;
(f) “Trademark” means the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are
used by a Contributor to identify itself or its products or the associated products
contributed to the Open Game License by the Contributor (g) “Use”, “Used” or
“Using” means to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and
otherwise create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) “You” or
“Your” means the licensee in terms of this agreement.
2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a
notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be Used under and
in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game
Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted from this
License except as described by the License itself. No other terms or conditions
may be applied to any Open Game Content distributed using this License.
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9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated
versions of this License. You may use any authorized version of this License to
copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed
under any version of this License.
10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every
copy of the Open Game Content You Distribute.
11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open
Game Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have written
permission from the Contributor to do so.
12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms
of this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game Content due to
statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any
Open Game Material so affected.
13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply
with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming
aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.
14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable,
such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it
enforceable.
15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0 Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
System Reference Document Copyright 2000-2003, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.;
Authors Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, Rich Baker, Andy Collins,
David Noonan, Rich Redman, Bruce R. Cordell, John D. Rateliff, Thomas Reid,
James Wyatt, based on original material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.
Iron Falcon Rules for Classic Fantasy Role-Playing Copyright © 2014-2015 Chris
Gonnerman.
Castle Saviare: The Nevermore Campaign Copyright © 2015 Chris Gonnerman.
END OF LICENSE

